Finding a handyman quickly and effortlessly with Handies Mobile application

Aiming to solve market frustration and inefficiencies, Handies mobile application was created to help homeowners find a perfect handyman while solving the traditional hustle of ordering, managing delivery and paying for the service altogether.

For handymen, the application offers a convenient marketplace where they can showcase their services. Reducing the traditional time spent on client relations, booking, negotiations and payments, handymen can now focus on what they do best – their field of expertise.

Handies mobile application is a marketplace for handymen, construction workers, cleaning services and other home-related tasks focusing primarily on the end users smaller tasks that often have a higher urgency.

**Current state:** 2 Android applications (customer & worker) & web CRM is ready. Legal contracts, bank accounts and other infra is ready for launch.

**To be Done (help needed from TU students):** 2 iOS Applications development – one for customer, one for handymen. Android and Web interface launch. Possible future cooperation/employment for students.

**More Info:** [http://handies.co](http://handies.co) (user: Investor  password: Investoraccess)